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EDITORIAL
September 11th events shook the whole
world and what followed has made
most of us uneasy about the future.
Whether we believe fighting the ‘war’
against terrorism with guns is right or
not there is not much an ordinary
person can do at a political level, except
join the pressure groups for or against
the ‘war’. But there is something each
one of us CAN do. We can teach our
children to understand people of
different race, religion, language and
customs. With our own example we can
show that diversity in a society is
enriching. Friendships with ‘strangers’–
those who speak with a foreign accent,
who don’t dress quite like us, whose
food is different, who worship in
mosques, temples, synagogues or
churches – give us real understanding
of the ever shrinking world and its rich
cultures.
In this issue’s main article Michael
Rosanova reflects on the thoughts of
leading educationalists whith regards to
what makes children emotionally
healthy, to become empathetic and
tolerant adults. Our future depends on
these children – that’s why we can’t
ignore the issue.
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- Creative thinking
- Children and peace
- Hope for working mothers
- Returning “home”
- Time off from school to teach the
minority language

BRINGING STUART HOME:
PARENTS, CHILDREN AND TERRORISM
M.J. Rosanova
As E.B. White’s children’s story, Stuart
Little, opens Mr and Mrs Little are about
to be led into the common room of a New
York City orphanage. They have decided
to open their family to a second child, a
little brother for their son, George. The
orphan who catches their eye, and then
captures their hearts, is Stuart. Mr and
Mrs Little immediately realize that Stuart
is unlike any of the other children at the
orphanage: bright, witty and remarkably
resilient in a special way. They admire

“The emotional health of
children is critical, because it is
only with the closing of the
‘feelings gap’ that cultural
awareness and multilingual
ability can begin to support
larger visions of peace and
global harmony.”

Stuart and can somehow see the best of
themselves in this child, a kinship deeper
than mere genetics. And so they somehow
fail to take note that Stuart is, well, a
mouse. But then so do the administrators
at the orphanage. The adoption is
approved.
To celebrate the adoption, members of the
Little family from around the New York
area come to a party at the Littles’ home.
The mood is festive as various aunts and
uncles arrive. But when Stuart is
introduced, the relatives are shocked into
silence. Mr Little’s brother speaks up first
to say, ‘But Stuart is a ....’. Dead silence.
But then an aunt interrupts to complete
the sentence: ‘... adorable’. Yes, Stuart is

adorable. The relatives then proceed with
the party as though nothing unusual has
occurred, presenting gifts for the new
member of the family: a bowling ball, a
bicycle, a family heirloom baseball, and
so on. But the Littles’ elder son, George, a
child of five or so, can finally contain
himself no longer. He bursts forth to
recall his family to reality. ‘ Stuart is not
my brother,’ George declares with bitter
conviction.‘Stuart is a mouse.’
Why does George feel this way? Why is it
that for George, kinship is not deeper than
the accidents of genetics? In the days
following the terrorist attacks on New
York City, Washington, D.C. and rural
Pennsylvania, we parents are called to
reflection, we are called to action. For the
revenge of terrorists, both metaphorical
and literal, begins with the frustrations
and suffering typical of small children
who no longer trust that they are safe;
children who have lost faith that life can
be fair.
Developmental psychologist Erik Erikson
argued that human newborns are more
fragile, more dependent for longer and
require more intensive initial care, than
other newborns of the vast majority of
species on our planet. Those human
newborns who manage to establish
relationships, attracting the affection of
available caregivers, are more likely to
survive, to flourish, to develop a sense of
basic trust. For Erikson the development
of a sense of basic trust is the bedrock
foundation for the construction of human
personality (Erikson, 1950/1963:
247–251). And for Protestant theologian
Rheinhold Niebuhr the inability to trust
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